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ABSTRACT
The song-control system is a network of discrete nuclei in the songbird brain that
controls the production and learning of birdsong, and exhibits some of the greatest
neuroplasticity found in the adult brain. This plasticity is driven by the gonadal steroid
testosterone. When acting on neural tissue, however, testosterone can be metabolized into
5a-dihydrotestosterone (DHT) or 17|3-estradiol (E2), which activate different hormonal
signalling pathways. By treating adult starlings with both testosterone metabolites and
metabolite antagonists, I isolated the effects of DHT and E2 treatment on neuroplasticity
in the song-control system. E2 treatment induced some, but not all neuroplastic effects
reported with testosterone treatment. Conversely, DHT treatment induced no
neuroplasticity. I documented the first evidence of sex-specific neuroplasticity in the
songbird. These findings suggest that DHT and E2 signalling alone do not account for all
songbird neuroplasticity and that future studies should account for species and sex
differences in the brain.

Keywords: Neuroplasticity, adult neurogenesis, HVC, RA, Area X, songbird,
testosterone, DHT, E2
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

History o f adult neuroplasticity
From the emergence of the Neuron Doctrine in the late 19th century until the
1990s, the mammalian brain was thought to be developmentally plastic only during early
growth and to become a largely unchanging organ in adulthood (Gross, 2009). The work
of two neuroscientists in the 1960s eventually altered the scientific community’s opinion
on this claim. In 1962, Altman published a series of studies in which he observed the
proliferation of cells, later confirmed as neurons (Kaplan and Hinds, 1977), in the brain of
an adult rodent and cat (Altman, 1962). Two years later, Diamond and colleagues
demonstrated that environmental enrichment enhanced cortical mass in adult rodents
(Diamond et al., 1964). Although initially discredited, these studies led to the wellfounded knowledge that neuroplasticity is an ongoing process present in the mammalian
brain throughout life. However, this new perspective was not widely appreciated until
over a decade later when Nottebohm (1981) observed dramatic seasonal neuroplasticity in
the adults of a non-mammalian species. In fact, the canaries (Serinus canaria) studied by
Nottebohm and other species of songbirds (suborder Passeri) have been shown to exhibit
a greater degree of adult neurogenesis and anatomical plasticity than any mammal yet
studied. For example, the new cells produced by neurogenesis in the adult mammalian
brain are primarily destined to be incorporated into either the dendate gyrus of the
hippocampus or the olfactory bulb—although evidence does exist for other points of adult
neuronal recruitment including cerebral cortex and the striatum, evidence is scant and
currently contested (Landgren and Curtis, 2011). Conversely, thousands of new neurons
produced daily in the adult songbird brain may be incorporated throughout most of the
forebrain (Alvarez-Bullya and Kim, 1997). Since Nottebohm’s initial discovery of avian
adult neuroplasticity, animal models exhibiting even greater brain malleability in
adulthood have been discovered—most notably the teleost fish in which hundreds of
thousands of mitotically active neurons have been reported in any given 2 hour period
across over 10 neuroproliferative zones (Zupanc & Horschke, 1995).

Adult neuroplasticity in the songbird brain
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Within the songbird brain, most neuroplasticity occurs in the song-control system:
a group of discrete, interconnected nuclei associated with the learning, memory,
perception, and production of birdsong (Nottebohm, 1981; Tramontin and Brenowitz,
2000). Plasticity in the song-control system was first documented as changes in the gross
volume of several song nuclei found within this circuit (Nottebohm, 1981). Interestingly,
these changes were found to occur on a seasonal basis: vernal increases in day length
(photoperiod) stimulated a 99% increase in the volume of the song-control system nuclei
HVC (used as a proper name, sometimes referred to as the “high vocal centre”), and a
76% volume increase in the nucleus robustus of the arcopallium (RA). Subsequent
autumnal decreases in photoperiod were associated the regression in the volume of HVC
and RA. Later studies demonstrated similar volume plasticity in Area X, a song nucleus
interconnected with HVC and RA (Tramontin and Brenowitz, 2000; Thompson and
Brenowitz, 2005). Further research on these three song nuclei elucidated some of the
specific cytoarchitectonic changes that are currently thought to underlie this seasonal
plasticity: naturally occurring changes in soma size, neuronal density, synaptogenesis,
angiogenesis, neuron turnover and incorporation, and glial density in adulthood are all
seasonally regulated to ultimately produce the gross changes in song nuclei volume that
Nottebohm first documented (Kim et al., 1994; Louissaint et al., 2002; Kafitz et al.,
1999). Many of these anatomical changes may have functional implications, as seasonal
changes in the volume of song-control system nuclei parallel seasonal changes in song
production (Smith et al., 1997) and song-control system electrophysiological activity
(Meitzen et al., 2007). The behavioural implications of this neuroplasticity in the songbird
brain make songbirds a superior animal model to mammals when studying the physiology
underlying plastic changes in the adult brain. Furthermore, by studying the physiological
cues mediating the photoperiodic control of mature song-control system growth we can
leam how to control adult neuroplasticity using pharmacological and environmental cues,
yielding findings relevant to the clinical study of human neurodegenerative diseases.

The song-control system
The song-control system is currently thought of being comprised of two
functionally distinct, but anatomically convergent, pathways. As depicted in Figure 1.1,
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the motor pathway consists of a direct projection from HVC to RA. Unsurprisingly, this
pathway is named the motor pathway for its implication in the motor production of song.
Evidence for this function primarily comes from studies demonstrating that HVC, RA,
and HVC-to-RA pathway lesions abolish a bird’s ability to sing (reviewed in Farries and
Perkel, 2008). The second pathway in the song-control system is the anterior forebrain
pathway, which consists of a series of projections indirectly connecting HVC to RA.
Starting at HVC, the anterior forebrain projects to Area X, then to the medial dorsolateral
nucleus of the anterior thalamus (DLM). From DLM, the anterior forebrain pathway
continues through the lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium (LMAN)
before converging with the motor pathway at RA. The first lesion studies conducted on
the anterior forebrain pathway implicated this pathway’s function in song learning, as an
Area X lesion had minimal effects on established adult song, but prevented the
development of crystallized adult song from “babbling” subsong in juveniles (Scharff and
Nottebohm, 1991). Since these findings, the anterior forebrain pathway has also been
implicated in song correction stimulated by auditory feedback of a bird’s own song
(Brainard and Doupe, 2000) and as a source of song variability in adulthood (Kao et al.,
2005). Following the convergence of the motor pathway and the anterior forebrain
pathway, RA projects to the tracheosyringeal portion of the twelfth cranial nerve (nxllts)
which is comprised of motor neurons directly innervating the syrinx (the sound producing
organ of birds) to control song production. Although the vast majority of songbird
neurophysiological work is focused on these two pathways and the nuclei they include, it
is important to note that recent findings have implicated additional nuclei and pathways
that may play a critical role in song behaviour. Most notably, Akutagawa and Konishi
(2010) used a tract-tracing technique to reveal an entirely undiscovered feedback circuit
to HVC via the nucleus avalanche in the caudal mesopallium.

Neuroplasticity and its functional implications in the song-control system

T
4

Fig. 1.1. Schematic of a sagittal section of the songbird brain labelled with the two major
pathways comprising the song-control system. The motor pathway (dashed-line) consists
of a direct connection between HVC and RA. The anterior forebrain pathway (solid line)
starts at HVC, forming an indirect connection to RA by relaying through Area X, DLM,
and LMAN. Grey lines delineate the ventricle and major pallial and striatal brain
divisions. RA = nucleus robustus of the arcopallium; DLM = medial dorsolateral nucleus
of the anterior thalamus; LMAN = lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior
nidopallium; nxllts = tracheosyringeal portion of the twelfth cranial nerve.
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Within this increasingly complex neural circuitry, three song nuclei are notable for
their capacity to undergo neuroplastic changes. These nuclei are HVC, Area X, and RA
which, as mentioned above, are also some of the most connected regions in the entire
song-control system. Atop all song-control system processing circuits sits HVC, a
sensorimotor nucleus crucial to maintenance and production of learned song (Fames and
Perkel, 2008). Often argued as the most important structure in the song-control system,
HVC is also the most plastic song nucleus as evidenced in the male spotted towhee
(Pipilo maculatus) whose HVC nearly triples in volume in the breeding season as
compared to the non-breeding season (Tramontin and Brenowitz, 2000). The vernal
increase in HVC volume appears to be predominantly due to an increased number of
neurons within HVC. The neuronal population of HVC increases primarily due to
decreased cell death rates within HVC; however, increases in the recruitment of newlygenerated neurons may also contribute (Fig. 1.2; Alvarez-Borda et al., 2004; AlvarezBullya and Kim, 1997). Interestingly, cell turnover in the HVC of adult songbirds only
affects cells projecting from HVC to RA, while HVC to Area X neurons and HVC
intemeurons appear to remain stable in adulthood (Scotto-Lomassese, 2007; Kim, 2009).
Area X, found in the middle of the anterior forebrain pathway, is the largest of the three
song nuclei mentioned. Similar to HVC, Area X has a regular turnover of neurons in the
adult song-control system. Unlike HVC, however, neuronal recruitment and cell death are
not seasonally regulated and, thus, cannot underlie seasonal volume plasticity in Area X;
instead, during the breeding season, Area X grows because of an increase in cell size
coincident with a decrease in cell density (Fig. 1.2; Thompson and Brenowitz, 2005).
Finally, positioned only two synapses away from the syrinx, the pre-motor nucleus RA
has primarily a motor function. RA is myotopically organized (Vicario, 1991) and
controls both the syrinx and respiratory muscles to co-ordinate singing and breathing
(Wild et ah, 2009). Unlike both HVC and Area X, nucleus RA and its surrounding tissue
do not recruit neurons in adulthood. Unsurprisingly, vernal increases in RA volume are
caused by some of the same factors influencing Area X volume: specifically, a decreased
neuron density, increased neuron size, and increased synapse density all increase RA
volume during photostimulation (Fig. 1.2; Tramontin and Brenowitz, 2000).
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Fig. 1.2. Representation of the cytoarchitectonic changes underlying song-control system
nuclei growth in the breeding season from the non-breeding season. Briefly, enhanced
recruitment of new neurons (gray dots) and reduced turnover of mature neurons (black
dots) increase HVC neuron number and volume. An increase in neuron spacing, size, and
arborization all increase RA volume. Similarly, an increase in neuron spacing and neuron
size increases Area X volume in the breeding season. RA = nucleus robustus of the
arcopallium.
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Little is known about the exact functional consequences of song nuclei plasticity.
It has long been hypothesized that an increased HVC volume is responsible for either
song learning, memory formation, and modification (Nottebohm, 1981), or improved
motor control and increased stereotypy characterizing breeding season song (Tramontin
and Brenowitz, 2000). The specific functions Area X plays in song plasticity modulated
by the anterior forebrain pathway are still unknown (Gale and Perkel, 2010), let alone the
seasonal regulation of these behavioural functions. Finally, the myotopic organization and
motor control function of RA suggest that vernal growth in this nucleus may support the
production of more complex song characterized by a greater need for precise syrinx
muscle control. When considering the plasticity of all three of these nuclei together, it
should be noted that HVC growth and regression has been consistently found to precede
the growth of Area X and RA (Brenowitz and Lent 2001). In an intricately designed
experiment, Brenowitz and Lent (2002) demonstrated that HVC may control downstream
growth of Area X and RA via the trans-synaptic transfer of neurotrophins, which could
explain the strong association between volume plasticity in Area X and RA with
preceding changes in HVC. From this point onward, I will use the term song-control
system growth to refer to the volume increases in HVC, Area X, and RA induced by a
vernal increase in photoperiod.

Physiological control o f song-control system plasticity
Although melatonin, neurotrophic factors, and thyroid hormones have all been
implicated in the induction of song-control system plasticity (Bentley and Ball, 2000;
Wissman and Brenowitz, 2009; Wilson and Reinert, 1999), it appears the predominant
physiological cue mediating photoperiod-induced growth and regression in the songcontrol system is circulating levels of the gonadal steroid hormone testosterone (T). Smith
et al. (1997) found that seasonal changes in plasma T positively correlated with changing
photoperiod and the growth and regression of major song-control system nuclei in adult
male white-crowned sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophrys). Further studies implicated T’s
causal role in song-control system neuroplasticity by demonstrating that exogenous T
treatment would stimulate song nuclei growth whilst castration, and resultant decrease of
plasma T levels, of an adult male songbird led to the regression of major song nuclei,
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even during photostimulation using exposure to a long photoperiod (Bernard and Ball,
1997; Gulledge and Deviche, 1997). Although many believe that T’s induction of songcontrol system growth is controlled through the hormone’s direct actions in the brain,
several studies have implicated another, indirect pathway through which T may exert this
neurotrophic effect: this pathway is predicated on the finding that song production has
long been known to be influenced by T. Specifically, T greatly increases the probability
that a bird will sing (Sartor et al., 2005). Furthermore, Li et al. (2000) demonstrated that
the act of singing itself increases levels of neurotrophic factors in HVC. Finally, by
altering the amount of singing in starlings using social manipulations, Sartor and Ball
(2005) showed that increased song production could ultimately increase HVC volume. In
summary, while T may act directly on neural tissue to induce song-control system
growth, it may also produce this neurotrophic effect by increasing the likelihood of
singing in the bird. The culmination of these hormone and behavioural studies is a
seasonal paradigm describing the physiological pathway through which changing
photoperiod ultimately produces cytoarchitectonic differences in the songbird brain.
Summarized in Figure 1.3, this paradigm, as proposed by Brenowitz (2008), states that
the vernal increase in photoperiod induces an increase in T released into systemic
circulation. Circulating T then acts directly on HVC, or indirectly by increasing song
production, to increase HVC volume via neuronal recruitment. Then, via trans-synaptic
neurotrophin release from HVC, Area X and RA both increase in volume. This songcontrol system growth is ultimately thought to underlie changes in song learning,
modification, stereotypy, rate, and duration that characterize song during the breeding
season.
A problem arises, however, when investigating the mechanisms through which T
influences the brain and/or singing behaviour because T can act directly on the target
tissue by binding to androgen receptors (AR) or indirectly through its metabolism into
other steroids (Schlinger, 1997). The two most studied T metabolites are 5adihydrotestosterone (DHT), a potent androgen metabolized from T by 5a-reductase, and
17p-estradiol (E2), an estrogen metabolized from T by aromatase. Once produced, E2 and
DHT cannot be converted into one another or T (Russell and Wilson, 1994) and bind to
distinct receptors—E2 binds to estrogen receptors (ER) whereas DHT binds to AR with a
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Fig. 1.3. A depiction of the paradigm explaining how an increase in photoperiod
ultimately induces growth in song-control system nuclei as proposed by Brenowitz
(2008). Briefly, an increased photoperiod stimulates the increased release of testosterone
into systemic circulation. Testosterone then acts directly on the song-control system in the
brain (or indirectly by enhancing song production) to stimulate song-control system
growth. An enlarged song-control system is then thought to influence multiple song
parameters such as stereotypy and singing frequency. SCS = song-control system; RA =
nucleus robustus of the arcopallium. Adapted from a figure 27.9 in Brenowitz (2008).
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greater affinity than T. Because of the lack of cross-reactivity in these pathways, the
metabolism of T produces two discrete signalling pathways through which T may induce
song-control system growth. The implication of both of these pathways in song-control
system growth is supported by the discovery that both the conversion enzymes (Riters et
al., 2001) and receptors (Metzdorf et al., 1999) necessary for DHT and E2 metabolism
and action are localized in the song-control system. Studies using individual and
simultaneous administration of DHT and E2 have reported both synergistic (DeVoogd
and Nottebohm, 1981) and redundant (Tramontin et al. 2003) effects of these metabolites
on song-control system growth. Altogether, these findings suggest that T likely influences
song-control system growth through two distinct pathways via its metabolism into DHT
and E2, ultimately acting on AR or ER, respectively (Fig. 1.4).

Control o f neuroplasticity by testosterone metabolites
When administered alone, E2 is known to have neuroprotective properties,
reducing neuronal death rates and maintaining or increasing neuronal recruitment in the
HVC of adult female canaries (Hidalgo et al., 1995) and adult male song sparrows (Soma
et al., 2003). In this latter species, E2 seems to play a key role in natural seasonal
plasticity of song-control system nuclei volumes; constant E2 administration induced full
HVC growth in free-living male song sparrows in the non-breeding season, while
inhibition of endogenous E2 production, using the aromatase inhibitor fadrozole (FAD),
reduced HVC volume in breeding-condition male song sparrows (Soma et al., 2003). Few
studies have investigated the isolated influences of DHT on the song-control system;
however, Tramontin et al. (2003) demonstrated that DHT administration increased the
volumes of HVC, RA, and Area X in castrated adult male white-crowned sparrows.
Interestingly, this study also reported that E2 treatment had an identical neurotrophic
influence as DHT on song nuclei volumes, suggesting redundancy in action of T
metabolites. In a recent study by Yamamura et al., 2009 (as cited in Balthazart et al.,
2010), DHT and E2 administered alone had little, if any, effects on neuronal recruitment
to HVC as measured by doublecortin reactivity, but were reported to have a strong,
synergistic effect increasing recruitment to HVC when administered together. A potential
reason for the discrepancies among these studies is the limited and largely different
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Fig. 1.4. A revision of the seasonal paradigm of song-control system nuclei growth as
proposed by Brenowitz (2008). Unlike Fig. 3., this revision of the seasonal paradigm
highlights the possibility of testosterone being metabolized prior to acting directly on the
song-control system in the brain. Specifically, the metabolism of testosterone into DHT
and E2 produce two discrete signalling pathways acting on the androgen and estrogen
receptor, respectively. SCS = song-control system; RA = nucleus robustus of the
arcopallium. Adapted from a figure 27.9 in Brenowitz (2008).
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neuroanatomical measurements used, often restricted to few cytoarchitectonie
characteristics in select song-control nuclei such as overall volume of a brain region.
Furthermore, the sample of birds examined in each study differed in species, sex,
captivity, or reproductive condition. If any of these variables influenced how the songcontrol system responded to T and its metabolites, findings cannot be fairly compared
across studies.

Isolating the contributions o f testosterone metabolites to neuroplasticity
In this thesis I investigated the isolated influences of the administration and
antagonism of DHT and E2 on neuroanatomical traits known for their plasticity
throughout the song-control system. By administering DHT while simultaneously
blocking E2 action and vice versa, I isolated the influences of androgens and estrogens on
plasticity in major song-control system structures. Furthermore, by administering and
antagonizing DHT and E2 together, I hoped to elucidate the nature of the relationship
between these metabolites when acting simultaneously on the song-control system.
Although E2’s and, to a lesser extent, DHT’s influences on the song-control system have
been documented (see above; Soma et ah, 2003, Tramontin et al., 2003), prior studies
measured only gross anatomical characteristics such as song nuclei volume, preventing us
from understanding how these T metabolites are acting at a cellular level in the brain.
Another problem when investigating the influences of exogenous hormones in any living
tissue is the influence of endogenous hormones. Many previous studies assumed that a
gonadectomy was sufficient to remove the predominant sources of androgens and
estrogens from circulation; however, it is now known that the brain itself is capable of
producing significant levels of E2, T precusors, and T synthetic enzymes (Newman and
Soma, 2009; Schlinger and Arnold, 1992; Soma et ah, 2003) which may mask exogenous
treatment effects. Furthermore, localized neurosteroid production may not be reflected in
traditional measures of hormone levels (i.e. blood sampling from the brachial vein). The
best approach to circumvent this problem is to chronically administer selective hormone
antagonists in order to inhibit the influences of both circulating and locally produced
hormones. E2 signalling was antagonized by FAD administration and DHT signaling was
antagonized by administration of the AR blocker flutamide (FLUT). Never has a study in
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the songbird isolated androgenic and estrogenic signalling pathways using a combination
of agonists and antagonists, despite the need for such pharmacological treatment long
being present. Without antagonising the alternative T metabolite, prior studies cannot
claim to have specifically investigated the isolated effects of androgenic and estrogenic
signalling in song-control system growth. By using simultaneous agonism and
antagonism, my study explored the actions of DHT and E2 on song-control system
cytoarchitecture when they are the only T metabolites acting.
As noted above, previous studies on DHT’s and E2’s influences on song-control
system growth used very different experimental groups and little has been done to
investigate the influence of sex, species, reproductive states, and captivity on the effects
of these hormones in the brain. To investigate the possibility of sex differences in the
actions of T metabolites in the song-control system, I isolated DHT and E2 signalling in
both male and female songbirds. Few studies have ever investigated the natural songcontrol system plasticity of female songbirds; however, in at least a few species similar
seasonal neuroplasticity has been reported across both sexes, but of a reduced magnitude
in females (MacDougall-Shackleton et al., 2001; 2003). Furthermore, no single study to
date has used T metabolite treatments on both males and females. By including both
sexes in my investigation, I not only furthered our knowledge of hormone responsiveness
in the female song-control system, but also examined sex differences in the extent of
neuroplasticity in the song-control system under the influence of T metabolites.
Finally, by investigating several neuroanatomical traits known to fluctuate
seasonally, I identified some of the specific cytoarchitectonic traits influenced by T
metabolite signalling that may produce the larger, volumetric changes typically reported.
Furthermore, this anatomical analysis allowed me to investigate some of the cellular
differences within the brain that may not produce a volumetric change (for example, an
increase in cell number and density may co-occur without a resultant change in song
nuclei volume). Many studies typically investigate volumetric differences and use limited
follow-up analysis to look at specific cellular traits that may have caused volume
differences. If T signalling strongly influences cytoarchitecture without producing volume
changes in major song nuclei, previous studies investigating only song nuclei volume
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may have grossly underestimated the abilities of T metabolite signalling to induce plastic
changes in the song-control system.

Hypotheses
I hypothesized that the isolated and/or simultaneous agonism of androgen and
estrogen signalling in the songbird brain would induce all previously recorded seasonal
and T-implicated song-control system neuroplasticity. First, I predicted that isolated
androgen signalling would increase neuron production and migration to HVC. Absil et al.
(2003) found that T administration increased neurogenesis rates within the proliferative
regions of the ventricular zone (VZ) and since this effect has not been reported for any E2
treatment (Brenowitz, 2004), I expected that this effect might be strictly androgen driven.
By providing a greater population of neural progenitor cells in the VZ, DHT would likely
increase HVC volume through enhanced neuronal incorporation into this song nucleus,
replicating previous reports of DHT’s stimulatory effect on HVC growth (Tramontin et
al., 2003). I thus predicted an increase in newly generated, differentiated cells labelled
with the endogenous mitotic marker doublecortin (DCX) within HVC in birds treated
with DHT; conversely, when DHT action was inhibited, I expected to see a reduced
number of doublecortin-reactive (DCX+) cells at HVC.
Second, I predicted that T also has neuroprotective influences on newly recruited
neurons in HVC that are mediated through estrogen signalling pathways. Previous studies
report E2’s action in promoting neuronal survival in HVC (Hidalgo et al., 1995). I
expected E2 to increase HVC volume by reducing the basal level of neuron turnover
known to occur in this song nucleus (Kim et al., 1994). If estrogen signalling protected
mature neurons in HVC that have differentiated prior to treatment onset, neuroprotection
would be observed by an increased mature neuron count in HVC. Alternatively, if E2
acted to selectively reduce turnover in newly recruited cells during treatment,
neuroprotection would be observed by an increased number of differentiated DCX+ cells
in HVC.
Third, I predicted that both DHT and E2 would induce volumetric growth in the
song nuclei RA and Area X. Previous studies have demonstrated that inducing growth in
HVC leads to downstream, post-synaptic effects in which HVC stimulates the growth of
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RA and Area X through trans-synaptic delivery of neurotrophins (i.e., brain-derived
neurotrophic factor; Brenowitz and Lent, 2002). In this study, I posited that this growth in
RA and Area X would appear as increases in soma size and cell spacing in RA and Area
X. As mentioned above, Area X does actively recruit new neurons in adulthood.
However, neither season nor T have been found to regulate this recruitment. For these
reasons, the influences of T metabolite signalling on neurogenesis in Area X were not
investigated.
Finally, I expected males and females to display similar neuroplastic responses to
both DHT and E2 but hypothesized that females would have a reduced response to both
hormones. As noted above, few studies have investigated sex differences in
neuroplasticity and these have all used limited measures (i.e. nuclei volumes). Since, in
these select studies, the magnitude of song-control system plasticity in wild females
typically appears attenuated in comparison with males (MacDougall-Shackleton et al.,
2001; 2003), I expected that female songbirds might have a reduced capacity to respond
to hormone signals with neuroplastic changes.
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS
Birds
Seventy adult European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris', 70-100 g; 38 males and 32
females) were trapped near London, Ontario. All birds were caught in January 2010, a
time when birds are photosensitive but not photostimulated because of the short
photoperiod (Dawson and Goldsmith, 1983). Birds were transported to the Advanced
Facility for Avian Research on the University of Western Ontario campus immediately
after capture. The sex of all birds was determined by eye-ring and beak colouration before
birds were banded for identification, administered an injection to treat feather mite
infestation (0.02 mL Ivermectin i.m.; 0.20 mg/mL) and group-housed in large indoor
aviaries outfitted with tree branches and a wading pool of running water on the floor for
drinking and bathing. In these holding rooms, birds were maintained on a short-day light:
dark (L:D) cycle of 7.5:16.5 h while having access to ad libitum food (Purina chick
starter) for a minimum of one week before surgical manipulation. The animal use
subcommittee of the University of Western Ontario approved all animal care and
treatment procedures (Protocol #2009-068).

Surgical Manipulation
After a minimum of one week of holding, birds underwent a surgical manipulation
which ultimately permitted the isolation of DHT and E2 hormone signalling in our
experimental groups. Birds were operated on in surgical cohorts with all of the treatment
groups (see below) equally represented in the first 6 of 8 surgery cohorts (the last two
cohorts did not involve control group birds). On the day of surgery, 4 female and 5 male
starlings were opportunistically caught from the holding rooms and randomly assigned to
a treatment group (Table 2.1; groups: DHT+ E2-, DHT- E2+, DHT- E2-, DHT+ E2+, and
control; this treatment naming system uses + to refer to hormone administration and - to
refer to hormone antagonism; Within each surgical cohort: n = 1 male and 1 female for all
treatment groups except control, in which n = 1 male). Administration of DHT, E2, and
FLUT was accomplished using implantation of Silastic (Dow Coming) implants sized
according to previous studies (Table 2.2). Empty implants were used on Control group
birds and in DHT+E2- birds; in this latter group, one empty implant was used to ensure
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Table 2.1. Summary of the sample sizes and major surgical treatments for each treatment
group. Naming for the treatment groups uses + to refer to hormone agonism while refers to hormone antagonism. M = male; F = female; DHT = 5a-dihydrotestosterone; E2
= 17p-estradiol; FLUT = flutamide; FAD = fadrozole

Silastic
implant
contents

Osmotic
mini-pump
contents

Treatment Group

N

# of Silastic
implants

Control

6M

2

2 empty

Saline

DHT+ E2+

8 M; 8 F

3

1 DHT; 2 E2

Saline

DHT+ E2-

8 M; 8 F

2

1 DHT; 1
empty

FAD

DHT- E2+

8 M; 8 F

4

2 FLUT; 2 E2

Saline

DHT- E2-

8 M; 8 F

2

2 FLUT

FAD
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Table 2.2. Four types of Silastic (Dow Coming) implants used in surgical manipulations
and the prior studies from which sizing of these implants was referenced. DHT = 5adihydrotestosterone; E2 = 17P-estradiol; FLUT = flutamide.

Length
(mm)

Inner
diameter
(mm)

Outer
diameter
(mm)

Prior use

Blank

6

1.5

2.0

-

DHT

6

1.5

2.0

Tramontin et al., 2003

E2

12

1.5

2.0

Tramontin et al. 2003;
Soma et al., 2003

FLUT

14

1.5

2.0

Soma et al., 1999

Implant
Contents
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all birds had a minimum of 2 Silastic implants. Hormone implants were made by packing
the appropriate length of tubing with crystalline hormone (E2, Sigma catalog #E-8875;
DHT, Steraloids catalog #A2570-000) and sealing the ends with Silastic medical adhesive
silicone type A (Dow Coming). All Silastic implants were soaked in saline (0.9% NaCl)
for 24 hours prior to surgery to achieve consistent administration rates, as previously
reported (Soma et ah, 2003). FAD was administered via an implanted osmotic mini-pump
calibrated for administration rates used in prior studies (Alzet model 1004; 12.12 mg/kg
of bird/day; Soma et ah, 2003). Birds not to be treated with FAD were implanted with
osmotic mini-pumps filled with saline. To ensure consistent FAD and saline
administration, osmotic minipumps were soaked in saline for 48 hours prior to surgery as
per manufacturer’s directions. Immediately before surgery, bird mass and percentage of
beak coloured black (from black to yellow, indicative of non-breeding or breeding state,
respectively) were recorded. The shift from a black to yellow coloured beak is induced by
systemic androgens (Bernard and Ball, 1995). Beak colouration change across the
treatment period was used as an indicator of androgen administration and antagonism.
Surgery consisted of a gonadectomy, an i.p. injection with bromodeoxyuridine
(BrdU), and implantation with 2-4 silastic tubing implants and an osmotic minipump.
BrdU is a synthetic analog of the nucleotide base thymidine that is taken up and
permanently incorporated into the DNA during the DNA replication of dividing cells
throughout the brain and body. Birds were anesthetized using isoflurane for the entirety of
the surgery (induction at 4% isoflurane; maintained at 2% isoflurane; both mixed with O2
administered at 2 L/min). For gonadectomies, a skin incision was made on the bird’s left
flank below the ribcage. In both sexes, gonads were removed using arch-tipped forceps
and aspiration. In males, when it was impossible to remove both testes through the left
incision, a second incision on the right flank below the ribcage was made to access the
right testis after the left incision was sealed using VetBond (3M) skin adhesive.
Following gonadectomy, an osmotic minipump (filled with FAD or saline) was inserted
through the gonadectomy incision and positioned parallel to the body’s axis in the
peritoneal cavity. An injection of BrdU (i.p., 100 mg/kg) was also administered via this
incision before the flank incision was closed and sealed using VetBond skin adhesive.
Finally, an incision through the skin on the featherless tract of the upper back of the bird,
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was made and 2-4 Silastic implants, depending on the treatment group (Table 2.1) were
inserted subcutaneously before this skin incision was also sealed by VetBond. Control
birds received all surgical manipulations including a gonadectomy and implantation with
a saline mini-pump and two empty Silastic implants. One control bird received all
manipulations but was not implanted with a mini-pump. Birds were administered an
analgesic (0.02 mL injection of meloxicam; i.m.; 0.10 mg/mL) post-surgery and moved to
individual cages in another indoor holding room maintained on a long-day photoperiod
(16:8 L:D cycle) to induce photostimulation (Dawson and Goldsmith, 1983).
On day 1 post-surgery birds were administered an additional injection of BrdU
(i.p., 100 mg/kg). Birds were inspected visually on a daily basis to ensure that implants
were still present. In cases where Silastic implants had fallen out through a re-opened
incision, the implants were replaced with clean implants within the same day and the
incision was re-sealed. This happened to two male birds, but had no effect on any
dependent measures in the study (when these birds were compared to their respective
treatment groups). One female bird (DHT + E2 treatment group) died on day 8 post
surgery and was not replaced (n = 7 in this treatment group). On day 10 post-surgery beak
colouration was scored and a 450 pi blood sample was collected from the brachial vein of
each bird to examine the levels of DHT and E2 in systemic circulation to confirm
hormone administration and FAD inhibition of E2 synthesis.

Tissue collection and processing
Brains were collected from each surgical cohort on day 21 post-surgery. The body
mass and beak colouration score of each bird was recorded. Birds were deeply
anesthetized with isoflurane, transcardially perfused with phosphate buffered saline (PBS;
pH 7.4) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. The brains were dissected from the skull,
submersed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight, and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PBS
for a minimum of 48 h. Brains were then frozen on pulverized dry ice and stored at -80°C
until sectioning. Birds’ bodies were dissected to confirm a complete gonadectomy and to
ensure the presence of all implants. Through this inspection, one male and one female
were found to have only a partial gonadectomy. Although antagonist administration
should have eliminated any endogenous hormone signalling by remnant gonads, both
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birds were statistically confirmed to not be outliers in their respective treatment groups
before inclusion for intergroup statistical analysis (see below).
All brains were sectioned in the coronal plane (section thickness = 40 pm) using a
cryostat (-18°C; 12° blade angle). Tissue sections were collected in 4 alternating series.
Within each series, every fourth section of HVC, Area X, and RA and every 12th section
of the telencephalon were collected. The tissue series designated to be immunostained for
NeuN reactivity was collected in 0.1 M PBS (pH = 7.5) while the other three series were
collected in cryoprotectant (30% sucrose and 30% ethylene glycol in buffer) and stored at
-20°C until further processing.

NeuN Immunohistochemistry
NeuN is a neuron-specific protein expressed in most mature neuron types, and has
been validated to label neurons in the songbird song-control system (Newman et al.,
2010). To stain for NeuN, tissue was washed twice in PBS before being incubated in
0.5% H2O2 in PBS for 30 minutes at room temperature to eliminate endogenous
peroxidase. Following two PBS rinses, tissue was incubated in 10% Normal Goat Serum
(Vector Laboratories) in 0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma) PBS (0.3% PBS/T) for 60 minutes at
room temperature. Tissue was then moved directly from the serum into a solution of
NeuN primary mouse antibody (diluted 1:2000 in 0.3% PBS/T, Millipore catalog
#MAB277) before being incubated at 4°C for 21 hours. On the next day, tissue was
washed twice in 0.1% PBS/T and incubated with biotinylated goat anti-mouse secondary
antibody (diluted 1:250 in 0.3% PBS/T; Vector Laboratories) for 1 hour at room
temperature. After two rinses in 0.1% PBS/T, tissue was incubated in ABC Elite avidinbiotin horseradish-peroxidase complex (Vector Laboratories) for 1 hour. Following a
final pair of rinses in 0.1% PBS/T, tissue was reacted with 0.04% diaminobenzidene
solution (Sigma FastDAB) for 90 seconds to visualize antibody-avidin-biotin complexes
and then rinsed 4 times with PBS. Tissue sections were then mounted on Superfrost Plus
microscope slides (VWR), serially dehydrated, cleared, and cover-slipped with Permount
(Fisher).

Doublecortin Immunohistochemistry
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Although birds were injected with BrdU for later quantification of neurogenesis
and neuron recruitment to song nuclei, at the time of immunohistochemistry, the supplier
discontinued the preferred primary antibody used in immunolabeling BrdU in our lab.
Furthermore, pilot studies using BrdU antibodies from alternative manufacturers did not
produce consistent labelling. Thus, as an alternative, I immunostained tissue for DCX.
Unlike BrdU, DCX is an endogenous microtubule-associated protein expressed
exclusively in immature neurons in the songbird telencephalon (Boseret et al., 2007;
Balthazart et ah, 2008). In this study, DCX was used as an endogenous marker of
neurogenesis and neuronal recruitment.
Tissue for DCX immunostaining was removed from cryoprotectant and washed
twice in PBS before being incubated in 0.5% H 2O2 in PBS for 30 minutes at room
temperature. Following three PBS rinses, tissue was incubated in 10% Normal Horse
Serum (Vector Laboratories) in 0.3% PBS/T for 60 minutes at room temperature. Tissue
was then moved directly from the serum into a solution of DCX primary goat antibody
(diluted 1:250 in 0.3% PBS/T, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, catalog #sc-8066) for 21 hours
at 4°C. On the next day, tissue was washed three times in 0.1% PBS/T and incubated with
biotinylated horse anti-goat secondary antibody (diluted 1:250 in 0.3% PBS/T; Vector
Laboratories) for 1 hour at room temperature. After two rinses in 0.1% PBS/T, tissue was
incubated in ABC Elite avidin-biotin horseradish-peroxidase complex (Vector
Laboratories) for 1 hour. Following a final pair of rinses in 0.1% PBS/T, tissue was
reacted with 0.04% diaminobenzidene solution (Sigma FastDAB) for 90 seconds to
visualize antibody-avidin-biotin complexes and then rinsed 4 times with PBS. Tissue
sections were then mounted on Superfrost Plus microscope slides (VWR), serially
dehydrated, cleared, and cover-slipped with Permount (Fisher).

Neuroanatomical Measurements
Estimates of song-control nuclei and telencephalon volumes were made using
tissue immunostained to visualize NeuN protein. Song nuclei are easily delineated
visually in NeuN-reacted tissue by their larger and darker soma and different cell density
than their surrounding neural substrate (Fig. 2.1). For HVC, Area X, and RA, images
were captured with a Leica DFC420 C camera mounted on a Leica DM5500 B
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microscope using a 1.25x objective lens for HVC and Area X and a lOx objective lens for
RA. For each image, the perimeter of the nucleus-of-interest was traced by an
experimenter blind to the bird’s sex and treatment using Leica Application Suite software
to yield cross-sectional areas. Volume of the region between sections was calculated
using the formula for a frustrum (truncated cone), accounting for sampling interval (160
pm) and then consecutive frustra volumes were summed to estimate total volume. If
processing or tissue damage prevented the delineation of a nucleus in a particular tissue
section, its area was estimated using the average of the cross-sectional areas of the
sections before and after it and this estimated value was used in volume calculations.
Telencephalon images were captured using a high-resolution (2400 dpi) flatbed scanner
with a transparency adapter. The perimeter of every 14 telencephalon image was traced
using NIH ImageJ software to calculate cross-sectional areas; telencephalon volume was
computed by calculating the frustrum volume between sections, accounting for sampling
interval (0.56 mm), and summing. If tissue damage or loss of tissue during processing
prevented measurement of a 14th telencephalon section, the next closest section was used
and sampling interval was adjusted accordingly in volume calculations.

Stereological cell counting
Tissue stained for NeuN immunoreactivity was also used to estimate the total
number of cells in both HVC and RA. I was unable to investigate cell number in Area X
because of the inability to accurately quantify the number of cells in this nucleus using
the section thickness selected in this study. Although a recent study has shown that a
thinner section thickness can be used to accurately estimate cell number in this region
(Thompson and Brenowitz, 2005); however, I was not able to dedicate tissue towards the
quantification of cytoarchitecture in Area X.
Following Newman et al. (2010), I adopted the stereological optical fractionator
technique to count cells on every 8th section of HVC and RA. Analysis began on each
section using a 20x objective lens and Leica Application Suite to manually generate either
a 320 pm x 320 pm or 160 pm x 160 pm sampling grid over HVC or RA, respectively.
Because of its small size, the sampling frequency in the x and y plane was increased when
sampling from RA to ensure a sufficient number of cells was sampled to accurately
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Fig. 2.1. Cross-sectional areas of HVC (A), RA (B), and Area X (C) in photomicrographs
of neural tissue stained for NeuN protein. Arrows depict the anatomical borders of each
nucleus and surrounding tissue. Notice that all nuclei are easily delineated by their soma,
which are of different size and density than in surrounding tissue. RA = nucleus robustus
of the arcopallium. Scale bar in (A) and (B) = 0.50 mm; scale bar in (C) = 1.00 mm.
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estimate the total cell population size. Then, using a 63x oil immersion objective lens
(numerical aperture 1.25), the stage was positioned over the first sampling location in the
grid. At each of these sampling locations on the grid (spaced 320 pm or 160 pm apart in
both the x and y plane for HVC or RA, respectively), cells were counted within a 30 pm x
30 pm sampling square that was overlaid on the computer monitor. Cells were only
counted when the top of the cell came into focus while focusing through the thickness of
the section in 1 pm focal plane steps. Additionally, cells were not counted if their tops fell
within the top and bottom 2 pm of the slides thickness (guard zones). Using this sampling
protocol for both song nuclei in both hemispheres sampled a sufficient number of cells
previously reported to accurately estimate total cell population size in both HVC and RA
(Tramontin et al., 1998). Because of shrinkage during processing, section thicknesses
ranged from 8 to 16 pm. The following equation was then used to estimate the number of
cells in HVC and RA (with corresponding variable values for HVC and RA summarized
in Table 2.3):

total cell population = n x 1/ssf x 1/asf x 1/hsf

Doublecortin Quantification
In order to estimate the number of newly generated neurons recruited to the songcontrol system during hormone treatment, DCX+ spherical and fusiform cells, as well as
the coverage of DCX+ somas and neurites in HVC were quantified. These measurements
were not made in RA or Area X. The nucleus RA has been reported to not actively recruit
neurons in adulthood and was devoid of DCX reactivity in all tissue examined. Although
Area X actively incorporates new neurons in adulthood, the rate of recruitment to this
nucleus is not seasonally regulated like the other neuroplastic characteristics this study
examines (Thompson and Brenowitz, 2005). Furthermore, visual inspection demonstrated
that Area X did not contain sufficient DCX immunoreactivity in most tissue sections to
provide the acuity necessary to calculate meaningful group differences for this
measurement.
Images of HVC cross-sections in tissue immunolabelled for DCX were taken
using a 40x objective lens on 5 adjacent tissue sections (intersection interval =160 um).
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Table 2.3. Explanations and numerical values of variables used to stereologically
calculate neuronal population sizes in HVC and RA in tissue immunolabeled for NeuN
reactivity. RA = nucleus robustus of the arcopallium.

Variable

n

Value used

for HVC

for RA

1/8

1/8

square)/(area of the

(30 pm x 30

(30 pm x 30

square delineated by

pm)/(320 pm

pm)/(160 pm

adjacent sampling

x 320 pm)

x 160 pm)

-

-

Calculation

Total number of

Counted using

cells sampled

stereological sampling

Section
ssf

Value used

Name

sampling

1/(frequency of
sampled sections)

frequency

(Area of sampling
Area sectioning
asf

frequency

squares)

(average section
hsf

Optical dissector

thickness - 4

height

pm)/(average section
thickness)
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Pictures were only taken within one randomly selected hemisphere for each bird, as no
previous work investigating DCX-reactivity in the songbird brain has reported
lateralization in reactivity in HVC (Boseret et al., 2007; Balthazart et al., 2008). To
investigate if any differences were specific to HVC, pictures were also taken in the
ventral nidopallium adjacent to HVC in the same 5 sections. In each tissue section,
pictures were compiled as z-stacks using Leica Application Suite software from a series
of pictures taken at a regular interval (0.63 pm) throughout the focal depth of the section
using a Leica 420D camera with standardized optical settings (Exposure = 70.5 ms,
Saturation = 1.75, gamma = 1.26, gain = 1.3x, aperture diaphragm = 15, field diaphragm
= 20, Intensity = 103). Compiling these photos through the focal depth of the image
created an image in which all cells and neurites were in focus (Fig. 2.2A).
Images were analyzed in ImageJ software. The automatic brightness/contrast
correction in this software was applied to all images before they were converted to 32-bit
grayscale (see Figure legend) images. At this point, two types of DCX-reactive somas
were counted. First, spherical, multipolar cell bodies were counted and are thought to
represent neurons that have begun differentiation and integration into their destination
brain region. A second population of fusiform cells, identified by their long, bipolar cell
body were identified as new neurons that are still migrating (Balthazart et al., 2008). All
images were then subjected to thresholding to highlight immunoreactive soma and
neurites but not background reactivity (Fig. 2.2B). Threshold values were adjusted to
account for variation in staining intensity that would hinder the ability of the ImageJ
software to differentiate DCX-reactivity from background staining. An observer blind to
sex and treatment of the bird adjusted the threshold value to ensure that only reactive
neurons and neurites were highlighted. Next, the analyze particles function of ImageJ was
used to calculate the percentage of cover of the 40x objective field of view comprised by
immunoreactive soma and neurites.

Statistical Analyses
Once all data were collected, an analysis was completed to identify any potential
outliers. This outlier analysis was done on all major neuroanatomical parameters collected
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Fig. 2.2. A depiction of the processing steps involved in quantifying doublecortin
immunoreactivity in photomicrographs of HVC sections. A) Leica Application software
was used to take multiple images using a 40x objective lens throughout the depth of a
section at a regular z plane interval (0.63 pm). This software application then merged
these images to produce a multifocus composite in which all somas and neurites were in
focus. B) multifocus images were opened in ImageJ software. The auto-correction for
brightness/contrast function in ImageJ was used before images were converted into 32-bit
grayscale images. Finally, images were thresholded to highlight somas and neurites from
the background tissue. The analyze particles function in ImageJ was used to calculate the
percent cover of doublecortin-reactivity in this thresholded image.
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in this study and led to the exclusion of only birds that were consistently identified as
outliers (beyond ± 2 S.D. of treatment group means) on a majority of these traits.
To confirm the administration of DHT and E2, several traits known to be
influenced by each of these metabolites were analyzed across treatment groups.
Specifically, to confirm DHT administration, beak colour change was compared across
individuals using a repeated-measures GLM (Bernard and Ball, 1995). The withinsubjects factor in this analysis was time at two levels (dO-dlO or dl0-d21) and the
between-subjects factors were sex at two levels (M or F), DHT at two levels (DHT or
FLUT), and E2 at two levels (E2 or FAD). Perfused syrinx mass at sacrifice was
compared across treatments to confirm DHT administration and antagonism, as syrinx
mass is known to be androgen-sensitive (Wade and Buhlman, 2000). Lastly, body mass
change across hormone administration was also analyzed to confirm the administration of
E2 (associated with hyperphagia leading to body weight increase; Stevenson et al., 2008)
and DHT (associated with muscle mass gain, Chen et al., 2010). All mass measures were
analyzed using univariate GLMs in which fixed factors included sex at two levels (M or
F), DHT at two levels (DHT or FLUT), and E2 at two levels (E2 and FAD). Due to the
possibility of pre-treatment body mass potentially influencing syrinx mass, these two
measures were compared. If a significant correlation was found, analysis of syrinx masses
included pre-surgery body mass as a covariate.
Next, to evaluate the efficacy of a gonadectomy to inhibit T metabolite signalling
that may have influenced song-control system growth, all neuroanatomical and
neurogenic measures were compared between the Control and DHT- E2- male treatment
group. This analysis involved a GLM in which treatment on two levels (Control or
FLUT+FAD) acted as the fixed factor. Furthermore, as above, all DCX measure
comparisons were done as univariate GLMs in which the corresponding measure of DCX
reactivity in the adjacent nidopallium was used as a covariate.
To examine the possibility of nonrandom assignment or effects of time spent
captive in the short-day group housing prior to surgical manipulation on different surgical
cohorts, I compared the pre-surgery weight (a parameter measured before treatment
began) of all cohorts with a GLM with cohort number as a fixed factor on eight levels
(cohorts 1-8). Body mass was also compared to telencephalon and song-control system
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nuclei volumes. When significant correlations were found, statistics on these volumes
were re-analyzed using pre-surgery weight as a covariate.
To investigate potential lateralization HVC, RA, and Area X volumes were
compared across hemispheres using a repeated-measures GLM. The within-subjects
factor in this analysis was hemisphere at two levels (Right or Left) and the betweensubjects factors in this analysis were sex at two levels (M or F) and treatment at 5 levels
(4 hormone treatment groups and the Control group). Lateralization was identified in this
analysis as an effect of Hemisphere or any interaction including the Hemisphere factor.
All further analysis involving telencephalon and volumes included total volumes as a sum
of the left and right hemispheric volumes.
To investigate the neuroanatomical consequences of hormone treatments, separate
multivariate GLM analyses were used to analyze the telencephalon, HVC, RA, and Area
X. The telencephalon was analyzed for differences in total volume. Both HVC and RA
were analyzed for treatment effects on total volume, volume as a percentage of total
telencephalon volume, NeuN+ cell count, and NeuN+ cell density. Area X was analyzed
for differences in total volume and volume as a percentage of total telencephalon volume.
All of these analyses included sex on two levels (M or F), DHT on two levels (DHT and
FLUT), and E2 on two levels (E2 or FAD) as fixed factors. By classifying birds by sex
and hormone agonism/antagonism instead of treament group during analysis, sample
sizes and statistical power were increased.
To investigate the influences of hormone treatment on neuronal recruitment in
HVC, the average coverage area of DCX immunoreactivity as well as the total number of
DCX+ spherical and fusiform cells were analyzed using univariate GLMs. The
corresponding measures of DCX immunoreactivity in the adjacent ventral nidopallium
were used as covariates. These analyses involved sex on two levels (M or F), DHT on two
levels (DHT or FLUT), and E2 on two levels (E2 or FAD) as fixed factors.
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS

Outliers
Following data collection, I examined the distribution of data within treatment
groups for the presence of outliers for all anatomical brain measures investigated in this
study (volumes, NeuN+ cell counts, and NeuN+ cell densities). This analysis led to the
exclusion of a single bird (female, DHT+ E2+ treatment) detected as an outlier (>2 SD
from the treatment group mean) on 5 of 8 of these anatomical measures. All further
analyses excluded data from this animal.

Treatment Confirmation
Beak Colour
At the beginning of the study, the birds’ beaks had already begun changing to
yellow, as typically occurs in late winter/early spring. On average, beaks were 64% (n =
70) black prior to surgery. Changes in beak colour (% beak that turned yellow between
dO to dlO and dlO to d21 post-surgery) were compared using a repeated-measures GLM.
A significant time x DHT interaction (F(i(54) = 5.4, p < 0.05) was found. Post-hoc analysis
(paired t-tests) revealed that a greater percentage of the beak turned yellow in birds
treated with DHT (t29 = 4.1, p < 0.01) than birds treated with FLUT between day 10 and
21 post-surgery (t3i = 1.3, p > 0.05; Fig. 3.1 A). The repeated-measures GLM yielded no
significant main effects of time, sex, DHT or E2 (all p > 0.05). These results are
consistent with the idea that the change in beak colour ceased in birds treated with FLUT
(the change in beak colour was almost zero between dlO and d21 for these birds, Fig.
3.1 A), but continued in birds treated with DHT.
Syrinx Mass
There was a significant, positive correlation between pre-surgery body mass and
perfused syrinx mass at sacrifice (r = 0.41, n = 68, p < 0.01). I thus used pre-surgery body
mass as a covariate in subsequent syrinx mass analyses.
The mass of the perfused syrinx was compared between treatment groups using a
GLM and yielded significant effects of sex and DHT. Males had larger syrinxes (mean ±
sem = 111.0 ± 3.0 x 10 mg) than females (78.3 ± 1.6 x 10 mg; F(ij54) = 68.2, p < 0.01) and
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Fig. 3.1. Measures confirming agonism and antagonism of androgen and estrogen
signalling in adult European starlings. (A) Mean percentage of beak that turned yellow ±
SE (% of whole beak) between day 0-10 and between day 10-21 post-surgery in starlings
treated with DHT (n = 30; squares connected by solid line) or FLUT (n = 32; triangles
connected with dashed line). (B) Bars represent mean perfused syrinx mass ± SE (g) in
starlings treated with DHT (n = 31 ; white bar) or FLUT (n = 32; hatched bar). (C) Bars
represent mean mass gained ± SE (g) in starlings treated with DHT (n = 31 ; white bar) or
FLUT (n = 32; hatched bar) over the course of 21 days following surgical manipulation.
(D) Bars represent mean mass gained ± SE (g) in starlings treated with E2 (n = 29; white
bar) or FAD (n = 32; hatched bar) over the course of 21 days following surgical
manipulation. DHT = 5a-dihydrotestosterone; E2 = 17(3-estradiol; FLUT = flutamide;
FAD = fadrozole.
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birds treated with DHT had larger syrinxes than birds treated with FLUT (F(i>54) = 4.5, p <
0.05; Fig. 3. IB). There were no significant interaction or E2 effects (all p > 0.05). These
results are consistent with prior reports of androgen sensitivity of the syrinx.
Body Mass
Changes in the birds’ body mass (difference between mass prior to surgery and
mass at sacrifice) were compared between treatments using a GLM. Significant effects of
both DHT and E2 treatment were found. Specifically, birds treated with DHT gained
significantly more mass during treatment than birds treated with FLUT (F(i 54) = 4.2, p <
0.05; Fig. 3.1C) and birds treated with E2 gained significantly more mass during
treatment than birds treated with FAD (F(i,54) = 17.2, p < 0.01; Fig. 3.ID). There were no
significant interactions or sex effects (all p > 0.05). Thus, both androgen and estrogen
treatment resulted in body mass increase over the course of the experiment.

Efficacy o f Gonadectomy
To determine the efficacy of a gonadectomy to eliminate androgen and estrogen
effects on the anatomy of the song-control system, the Control group (n = 6) was
compared to the male birds in the FLUT+FAD (n = 8) treatment group using a GLM for
all neuroanatomical measures included in this study. Treatment with FLUT+FAD
significantly reduced NeuN+ cell count in RA when compared with the Control group
(F(i,i2) = 5.4, p < 0.05; Fig. 3.2A). However, there were no significant effects of
Treatment on volume of the telencephalon, HVC, RA, and Area X, NeuN+ cell counts in
HVC, and NeuN+ cell density in HVC and RA (all p > 0.05).
To determine the efficacy of gonadectomy to eliminate androgen and estrogen
effects on neuronal recruitment to HVC, the control group was compared to the male
birds in the FLUT+FAD treatment group using a GLM for DCX+ spherical cell and
fusiform cell number in HVC as well as DCX+ immunoreactive area in HVC.
Corresponding DCX measures in the adjacent ventral nidopallium were included as
covariates. Treatment with FLUT and FAD significantly increased the number of DCX+
spherical cells in HVC compared with the Control group (Fp.io) = 5.2, p < 0.05; Fig.
3.2B). There were no significant effects of Treatment on DCX+ fusiform cell number or
immunoreactivity area in HVC (p > 0.05).
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Control

FLUT + FAD

Fig. 3.2. Neuroplastic measures that differed between European starlings males in the
Control treatment group, receiving gonadectomy and only blank implants (n = 6; white
bars) and the FLUT+FAD treatment groups (n = 8; hatched bars), which underwent a
gonadectomy and were treated with flutamide and fadrozole. (A) Bars represent mean
NeuN+ cell count in RA ± SE (x 104). (B) Bars represent estimated marginal mean DCX+
spherical cells sampled in HVC corrected for DCX+ spherical cells sampled in the
adjacent nidopallium ± SE. *(p < 0.05). FLUT = flutamide; FAD = fadrozole; DCX =
doublecortin; RA = robustus nucleus of the arcopallium.
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Cohort Effects
To examine possible nonrandom sampling during cohort assignment, pre-surgery
body mass was compared across cohorts. A GLM indicated a significant effect of cohort
(F7 = 2.7, p < 0.05). Post-hoc comparisons (Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference
[HSD]) isolated this effect to a larger pre-surgery mass in cohort 2 (82.28 ± 2.37 g) than
cohort 8 (74.28 ± 0.73 g; p < 0.05). I then used Pearson correlations to examine the
relationships between pre-surgery body mass and the volumes of brain regions
investigated in this study. Pre-surgery body mass was significantly correlated with
telencephalon volume (r = 0.41, n = 68, p < 0.01), HVC volume (as % of telencephalon; r
= 0.27, n = 68, p < 0.05), Area X volume (in g; r = 0.32, n = 69, p < 0.01), and Area X
volume as a percentage of telencephalon volume (r = 0.32, n = 68, p < 0.05). Because of
these correlations, any analyses on the above neuroanatomical measures reported below
were repeated using pre-surgery body mass as a covariate. However, inclusion of body
mass as a covariate did not alter any of the results, I thus report only statistics for analyses
not corrected for body mass.

Lateralization
Telencephalon
The analysis of telencephalon lateralization yielded a significant hemisphere x sex
interaction effect (Fp^) = 18.0, p < 0.01) and a significant hemisphere x sex x treatment
interaction effect (Fp^) = 2.9, p < 0.05). Post-hoc analysis of the hemisphere x sex
interaction included two paired t-tests comparing hemispheres for each sex separately. In
males, left hemispheres were significantly larger (456.5 ±5.1 mm ) than right
hemispheres (452.2 ± 5.1 mm3; t36 = -3.3, p < 0.01). In females, right hemispheres were
significantly larger (418.4 ± 7.4mm3) than left hemispheres (414.3 ± 7.2 mm3; t 29= 2.8, p
= 0.01).
Post-hoc analysis of the Hemisphere x Sex x Treatment effect (repeated-measures
GLMs for each sex separately and Tukey’s HSD) yielded no significant hemisphere or
interaction effect (all p > 0.05). Thus, the initial interaction effect likely arose from trends
working in opposite directions.
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Song-control System Nuclei
There was no lateralization in the size of any of the song-control nuclei. Analyses
for lateralization in HVC, RA, and Area X yielded no significant Hemisphere, Sex,
Treatment, or interaction effect (all p > 0.05).

Neuroanatomy
Telencephalon
Males had a significantly larger telencephalon than females (Fp^) = 19.316, p <
0.01; Fig. 3.3). There were no significant effects of E2, DHT, or interactions (all p >
0.05).

HVC
Males had significantly larger HVC volumes than females (Fp^) = 79.7, p < 0.01;
Fig. 3.4A). However, there were no significant DHT, E2, or interaction effects (all p >
0.05) on HVC volume. When HVC volumes were reanalyzed as a percentage of
telencephalon volume, similar results were found (data not shown).
Males had significantly more NeuN+ cells within their HVCs than females (Fp^)
= 42.7, p < 0.01; Fig. 3.4B). Although not significant, this analysis also yielded a notable
E2 effect trend in which birds treated with E2 tended to have more NeuN+ cells in HVC
than birds treated with FAD (Fp,53) = 3.2, p = 0.081; Fig. 3.5A). Last, there were no
significant DHT or interaction effects (all p > 0.05).
Females had a greater NeuN+ cell density in HVC than males (F(1>53) = 19.9, p <
0.01; Fig. 3.4C). Additionally, birds treated with E2 had significantly lower NeuN+ cell
densities in HVC than birds treated with FAD (Fp,53) = 5.0, p < 0.05; Fig. 3.5B). No
significant DHT or interaction effect was found in this analysis (p > 0.05).
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Fig. 3.3. Sex differences in telencephalic volume in adult male (n = 31; white bars) and
female (n = 30; hatched bars) European starlings. Bars represent mean telencephalon
volume ± SE (mm3). *(p < 0.05).
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Fig. 3.4. Differences in HVC neuroanatomy and cytoarchitecture between adult male (n =
31; white bars) and female (n = 30; hatched bars) European starlings. (A) Bars represent
mean HVC volume ± SE (mm3). (B) Bars represent mean NeuN+ cell count in HVC ± SE
(x 105). (C) Bars represent mean NeuN+ cell density in HVC ± SE (x 105/mm3). *(p <
0.05).
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Fig. 3.5. Estrogenic modulation of NeuN+ cell count and density in HVC of adult
European starlings treated with E2 (n = 29; white bars) or FAD (n = 32; hatched bars). E2
= 17(3-estradiol; FAD = fadrozole. (A) A non-significant trend in which bars represent
mean NeuN+ cell count in HVC ± SE (x 105). (B) Bars represent mean NeuN+ cell
density in HVC ± SE (x 105/mm3). *(p < 0.05)
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Males had significantly larger RA volumes than females (Ffi,53) = 79.7, p < 0.01;
Fig. 3.6A). Additionally, this analysis yielded a significant sex x DHT x E2 interaction
(F(i,53) = 4.7, p < 0.05). Post-hoc analyses included two GLM using DHT and E2 as fixed
factors as above, performed on each sex separately. This follow-up analysis indicated a
DHT x E2 interaction trend found only in males (F(ii27) = 3.924, p = 0.058) as being
responsible for the original interaction. Further analysis of this interaction using t-tests
suggests that this trend is likely due to male birds treated with FLUT and FAD having
smaller RA volumes (1.26 ± 0.14 mm3) than males treated with DHT and FAD (1.72 ±
0.15 mm3). There were no significant main effects of E2, DHT, or other interaction
effects (all p > 0.05). When RA volumes were reanalyzed as a percentage of
telencephalon volume, similar results were found. Thus, there was limited evidence that
DHT maintained RA size, but only in males treated with FAD.
Males had more NeuN+ cells in RA than females (F ^ ^ j = 54.0, p < 0.01; Fig.
3.6B). There was also a significant effect of DHT; birds treated with FLUT had fewer
NeuN+ cells in RA (1.83 ± 0.07 x 104 cells) than birds treated with DHT (2.05 ± 0.09 x
104 cells; F(i 53) = 4.5, p < 0.05). However, there was also a significant sex x DHT
interaction, so I compared the effects of DHT separately for each sex. Males treated with
FLUT had fewer NeuN+ cells in RA than males treated with DHT (t29 = 2.8, p = 0.01;
Fig. 3.7), but females were not found to differ significantly in NeuN+ cell count in RA
based on DHT treatment (p > 0.05). Thus the main effect of DHT on RA NeuN+ cell
number was driven primarily by an effect in males.
In addition to these effects above, there was a significant DHT x E2 interaction for
NeuN+ cell number in RA. Post-hoc analysis of this interaction involved t-tests
comparing the effect of DHT treatment in birds treated with E2 and FAD separately.
Birds treated with FLUT and FAD had significantly fewer NeuN+ cells in RA when
compared to birds treated with DHT and FAD (t3o = 2.2, p < 0.05; Fig. 3.8). Conversely,
no significant effect of DHT treatment was found in birds treated with E2 (p > 0.05).
Last, there were no significant E2 or other interaction effects (all p > 0.05). Thus in
addition to the main effect of DHT on NeuN-i- cell number in RA being observed
primarily in males, this effect was also primarily observed in birds not treated with E2.
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Fig. 3.6. Sex differences in RA neuroanatomy and cytoarchitecture in adult male (n = 31;
white bars) and female (n = 30; hatched bars) European starlings. (A) Bars represent
mean RA volume ± SE (mm ) in male and female starlings. (B) Bars represent mean
NeuN+ cell count in RA ± SE (x 104) in male and female starlings. (C) Bars represent
mean NeuN+ cell density in RA ± SE (x 104/mm3) in male and female starlings.*(p <
0.05). RA = robustus nucleus of the arcopallium.
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Fig. 3.7. Androgenic maintenance of NeuN+ cell count in RA of the adult male European
starling. Bars represent mean NeuN+ cell count in RA ± SE (x 104) in male starlings
treated with DHT (n = 16; white bar) or FLUT (n = 16; hatched bar). *(p < 0.05, in
comparison with paired bar). DHT = 5a-dihydrotestosterone; FLUT = flutamide. RA =
robustus nucleus of the arcopallium.
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Fig. 3.8. Modulation of NeuN+ cell count in RA by an interaction between androgenic
and estrogenic testosterone metabolites in adult European starlings. Bars represent mean
NeuN+ cell count in RA ± SE (x 104; nE2+DHT = 14; nE2+FLUT = 15; Ufad+dht = 16;
nFAD+FLUT = 16) in starlings treated with DHT (white bars) or FLUT (hatched bars). *(p <
0.05, in comparison with paired bar). E2 = 17p-estradiol; FAD = fadrozole; DHT = 5adihydrotestosterone; FLUT = flutamide.
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Females had a greater NeuN+ cell density in RA than males (F ^^) = 53.1 ,P <
0.01; Fig. 3.6C). No significant DHT, E2 or interaction effect was found on NeuN+ cell
density in RA (p > 0.05).

Area X
The total volume of Area X (both hemispheres) was analyzed using a GLM.
Males had significantly larger Area X volumes than females (F(i;53) = 190.6, p < 0.01; Fig.
3.9). Additionally, a significant sex x DHT x E2 interaction was found ( F ^ ) = 4.3, p <
0.05). Post-hoc analysis using two GLMs examining the effect of DHT and E2 on each
sex separately found a significant DHT x E2 interaction in female birds only (Fp^) = 5.8,
p < 0.05; in males, p > 0.05). Independent sample t-tests testing for all possible pairwise
comparisons resulted in no significant effects of DHT, E2, or an interaction of these two
effects (p > 0.05). This lack of effects suggests the original sex x DHT x E2 interaction
effect was due to strong, but opposing trends in female treatment groups.

Neurogenesis
The number of DCX+ spherical and fusiform cells in HVC, as well as the average
area of DCX immunoreactivity in one, randomly selected hemisphere were analyzed
using a series of GLMs. Because neuronal migration into the nidopallium is not localized,
the relationship between all DCX measures in HVC and the adjacent ventral nidopallium
were found to be significant (all p < 0.01). Because of these relationships, each DCX
measure in HVC was analyzed including the corresponding measure in the nidopallium as
a covariate.
Females recruited more DCX+ spherical cells into HVC than males (F(1;52) = 10.6,
p < 0.01; Fig. 3.10). Furthermore, a significant sex x E2 interaction was found. Post-hoc
analysis using two GLMs analyzing each sex separately yielded a significant effect of E2
in females only (in males, p > 0.05). In females, birds treated with E2 recruited more
DCX+ spherical cells into HVC than female birds treated with FAD (Fp^s) = 7.1, p <
0.05; Fig. 3.11 A). In males, E2 treatment had no significant effect on DCX+ spherical
cell number in HVC (p > 0.05). There were no significant DHT or interaction effects on
DCX+ spherical cell number in HVC (p > 0.05).
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Fig. 3.9. Sex difference in Area X volume of adult European starlings. Bars represent
mean HVC volume ± SE (mm3) in male (n = 31; white bars) and female (n = 30; hatched
bars) adult European starlings. *(p < 0.05).
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Fig. 3.10. Sex differences in HVC neuronal recruitment of DCX+ fusiform and spherical
cells in adult European starlings. Bars represent mean number of DCX+ cells sampled in
HVC ± SE in male (n = 31; white bars) and female (n = 30; hatched bars) starlings. *(p <
0.05). DCX = doublecortin.
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Fig. 3.11. Sex-specific testosterone metabolite modulation of DCX+ cell recruitment to
HVC in adult European starlings. (A) Bars represent the estimated marginal mean number
of DCX+ spherical cells sampled in HVC corrected for the number of DCX+ spherical
cells sampled in the adjacent nidopallium ± SE in adult female starlings treated with E2
(n = 14; white bar) or FAD (n = 16; hatched bar). (B) Bars represent the estimated
marginal mean number of DCX+ fusiform cells sampled in HVC corrected for the
number of DCX+ fusiform cells sampled in the adjacent nidopallium ± SE in adult male
starlings treated with DHT (n = 16; white bar) or FLUT (n = 15; hatched bar). DCX =
doublecortin; E2 = 17p-estradiol; FAD = fadrozole; DHT = 5a-dihydrotestosterone;
FLUT = flutamide.
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Females recruited more DCX+ fusiform cells into HVC than males (F(i,52) = 7.4, p
< 0.01; Fig. 3.10). Furthermore, a significant sex x DHT interaction was found ( F ^ ) =
5.6, p < 0.05). Post-hoc analysis (two GLMs analyzing each sex separately) yielded a
significant effect of DHT only in males (in females, p > 0.05). Specifically, males treated
with DHT had fewer DCX+ fusiform cells in HVC than male birds treated with FLUT
(F(i,26) = 4.8, p < 0.05; Fig. 3.1 IB). There were no significant E2 or interaction effects on
DCX+ fusiform cell count in HVC (p > 0.01).
Finally, analysis of DCX immunoreactivity measured by percent cover of the field
of view yielded no significant effects of Sex, DHT, E2, or any interaction of these factors
(all p > 0.05).
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION

In this study, I used pharmacological manipulations to isolate the effects of the
two discrete signalling pathways produced by the metabolism of T on song-control
system neuroplasticity in adult European starlings. I hypothesized that androgen and/or
estrogen signalling could account for all seasonal and T-induced neuroplasticity
previously reported. The findings of this study do not support this hypothesis as neither
the isolated nor simultaneous activation of androgen and estrogen signalling pathways
were able to induce all previously recorded neuroplastic effects of T acting in the songcontrol system. Even the induction of HVC volume growth, the most commonly reported
effect of T administration in the songbird brain, was not stimulated by any treatment in
this study.

Effects o f androgens
I predicted that androgen signalling, as agonized by the potent androgen DHT and
antagonized by the androgen receptor-blocker FLUT, would primarily influence songcontrol system growth by increasing neuroproliferation and the recruitment of neurons
into HVC. Interestingly, the enhancement of neuroproliferation at the ventricle by T has
only been reported in non-breeding European starlings (Absil et al., 2003). In contrast, T
treatment was found to have no influence on the level of proliferation at the ventricle in
adult female canaries (Rasika et al., 1994; Brown et al., 1993). In my study, I did not
specifically investigate neuroproliferation rates at the ventricle as they may not be
indicative of recruitment and integration of new neurons into the areas of interest (i.e.
HVC). Thus, future work would be required to determine whether DHT treatment would
have had an effect on ventricular cell proliferation.
Unlike neuroproliferation rate, the ability of exogenous T treatment to increase
neuronal recruitment has been demonstrated in multiple songbird species (reviewed in
Tramontin and Brenowitz, 2000). However, Absil et al. (2003) found no effect of T
treatment on neuronal recruitment in adult male European starlings. In my study, the
predicted proliferative/recruitment effect would be observed as an increase in DCXlabeled cells (spherical or fusiform) found in HVC. No such increase in either type of
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DCX+ neurons was observed with DHT treatment. Surprisingly, treatment with DHT
actually reduced the number of migratory (fusiform) DCX+ neurons in the HVC of male
starlings (Fig. 3.11 A). This reduction could be a product of i) DHT acting to impair
neuroproliferation and/or selective migration of new neurons to HVC, ii) reducing the
time newly recruited neurons express DCX or iii) increasing the turnover rate of new
neurons that have begun differentiation and integration following migration to HVC.
Recent studies suggest the last of these three possibilities as being most likely, since i)
migration of new neurons from the ventricle into the nidopallium has been shown to be
indiscriminate to HVC in comparison to surrounding palliai regions (Vellema et al., 2010)
and ii) an increased number of NeuN+ cells in HVC indicative of accelerated neuronal
recruitment was not observed. My study is the first to report a negative effect of androgen
signalling on the recruitment and survival of new neurons in HVC.

Effects o f estrogens
I predicted that estrogen signalling, as agonized by E2 treatment and antagonized
by the E2-synthesis blocker FAD, would primarily influence HVC by reducing neuron
turnover to increase cell count in HVC. Rasika et al. (1994) reported the neuroprotective
effects of T treatment on survival of post-mitotic cells in HVC. Furthermore, Hidalgo et
al. (1995) demonstrated that many of these protective effects of T could be replicated via
treatment with E2. Because of these studies and evidence of E2 as a robust
neuroprotectant following brain injury (Saldahna et al., 2009), I predicted T’s influence
on cell survival in post-mitotic cells was mediated through its aromatization and the
subsequent activation of estrogen signalling pathways. In my study, if E2 reduced
turnover rates of mature HVC neurons present before the onset of treatment, I predicted
that this neuroprotective effect would be observed as an increased NeuNT cell count,
without a coincident increase in newly recruited (DCX+) neurons, in HVC. Alternatively,
if E2 was selectively decreasing turnover in newly recruited neurons in HVC, I expected
to see an increased number of post-migratory DCX+ neurons in HVC with E2 treatment.
My results were consistent with the second of these two mechanisms, and confirmed E2’s
neuroprotective effects on newly recruited neurons in HVC. Specifically, E2 treatment
increased the number of spherical DCX+ (differentiating) cells counted in HVC (Fig.
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3.1 IB). This finding corroborates the hypothesis that the conversion of T into E2 was
likely the specific means through which T has been previously found to increase survival
of post-mitotic neurons in HVC (Rasika et al., 1994). The hypothesis that E2 supports the
long-term survival and integration of neurons was supported by the non-significant trend
in which E2 treatment increased NeuN+ cell count in HVC. The lack of significance in
this finding may be due to an insufficient treatment time interval for newly recruited
neurons to mature and begin expressing NeuN protein, the label used during stereological
cell sampling to obtain cell counts.
Interestingly, the neuroprotective influence of E2 was not limited to HVC: E2 also
protected mature neurons and maintained NeuN+ cell number in RA when birds were
treated with FLUT, which was found to negatively impact RA NeuN+ cell number (Fig.
3.8). This study is the first to demonstrate the role of E2 in maintaining the cell
population in RA. Another unexpected finding was that E2 had a neurotrophic effect on
HVC aside from an influence on cell number. Specifically, E2 treatment significantly
decreased NeuN+ cell density in HVC (Fig. 3.5B), another effect that could ultimately
increase HVC volume (though not to statistical significance in this study). Hidalgo et al.
(1995) noted that E2 treatment increased angiogenesis in the adult female canary HVC, as
indicated by increased endothelial cell recruitment to this song nucleus. Additionally,
Louissaint et al. (2002) discovered that the capacity for T to increase HVC volume was
attributed to a coordinated angiogenic and subsequent neurogenic process, again in
female canaries. My study provides indirect support for the proposed estrogen-induced
enhancement of HVC vascularization. Although I did not label or quantify vascularization
of HVC under the influence of E2, the perforation of HVC by blood vessels would reduce
cell density in this nucleus, an effect I observed. It should be noted that many prior
studies reporting E2’s neuroprotective effect in HVC implemented non-neuron-specific
neurogenic markers (i.e. BrdU), meaning endothelial cells recruited to HVC during E2
treatment may have been incorrectly identified as neurons.

Isolated and combined effects o f androgens and estrogens on Area X and RA
Because song-control system growth is not limited to HVC and also includes
volumetric growth in RA and Area X, I predicted that both DHT and E2 administered
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alone or simultaneously would increase RA and Area X volume indirectly through their
effects on HVC. Lent and Brenowitz (2001) have demonstrated the sequential manner in
which T-induced neuroplasticity can occur first in HVC, over the course of hours to days,
and then in RA and Area X, over the course of weeks. Furthermore, their study implicated
the necessity of an intact HVC in order to enable both RA and Area X to respond to T
with volumetric growth. Follow-up study to this experiment found that HVC is the first
nucleus in the song-control system influenced by T administration; growth of HVC then
leads to the trans-synaptic delivery of neurotrophins by HVC to both RA and Area X
(Brenowitz and Lent, 2002). These studies led me to predict that HVC growth caused by
DHT and/or E2 would cause the subsequent growth of RA and Area X indirectly. As
mentioned above, neither metabolite tested was capable of inducing significant volume
increase when administrated alone or simultaneously. Because of the lack of HVC
growth, it was not possible to directly test this hypothesis. Interestingly, however, I did
discover that some basal action of androgens maintained RA cell count and volume
independently of HVC. Specifically, inhibition of androgen signalling by FLUT led to a
reduction in the number of NeuN+ cells in RA (Fig. 3.7). The magnitude of this reduction
in cell count was great enough to produce a strong trend in which FLUT and FAD
treatment reduced RA volume in male starlings. Although the findings of Brenowitz and
Lent (2001) suggest there are no T-induced effects on RA and Area X independent from
HVC, their model overlooks the possible action of nongonadal steroids.

Sex differences
I predicted a sex difference in which females demonstrated a similar neuroplastic
response to both DHT and E2 as males; however, I further predicted that neuroplastic
changes in females would be reduced in magnitude in comparison with males. Few
studies have investigated sex differences in song-control system neuroplasticity. In these
studies, however, females are sometimes shown to exhibit attenuated seasonal
neuroplasticity when compared to males (MacDougall-Shackleton et al. 2001; 2003). My
study did not support the hypothesis that males and females have similar T-induced
neuroplasticity as multiple sex-specific effects were found, especially involving neuronal
recruitment as quantified by DCX+ cell recruitment to HVC. In males, but not females,
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DHT treatment decreased the number of migratory DCX+ neurons recruited to HVC (Fig.
3.11 A). In females, but not males, E2 treatment increased the number of post-migratory
DCX+ neurons recruited to HVC (Fig 3.1 IB).
Interestingly, female starlings had significantly more DCX+ cells (both spherical
and fusiform) in HVC than males (Fig. 3.10). Although few studies have investigated a
sex difference in HVC neuronal recruitment, two prior studies in zebra finches both found
that males had significantly more neuronal recruitment to HVC than females (Nordeen
and Nordeen, 1988; Kim and DeVoogd, 1989). My study is the first report of greater
neuronal recruitment in female HVC. This sex difference has profound implications
regarding current hypotheses about the functions of adult, seasonal neuronal recruitment
to HVC. Upon the first discovery of seasonality in adult neuronal recruitment to HVC,
Nottebohm (1981) proposed that these new neurons likely play a role in song learning and
memory, as neurogenesis was highest in the fall in male canaries, a time in which these
birds leam new songs. The later discovery of adult neuronal recruitment in the HVC of
song sparrows, a species that does not leam new songs in adulthood, challenged the idea
that neurogenesis in HVC functions in song learning or memory (Brenowitz 1991). A
current, alternative hypothesis suggests that these new neurons are involved in song
performance, specifically singing consistency or song stereotypy (Smith et al., 1997;
Tramontin and Brenowitz, 2000). Even within close-ended learners like song sparrows,
stereotypy is often found to decrease in the non-breeding season, a time when adult
neurogenesis is highest. One issue with both of these hypotheses is that they fail to
incorporate potential functional sex differences in neuronal recruitment to HVC.
Especially salient to this point is the wide spectrum of singing roles female birds of
different species take on, ranging from no singing (e.g. zebra finch, Taeniopygia guttata)
to out-singing males, in rare instances (e.g., streak-backed orioles, Icterus pustulatus\ Hall
et al. 2010). Specific to this study is the singing behaviour of starlings, which persists
throughout the year in males, but with seasonal changes in function (Riters et al., 2000).
Female starlings have been reported to sing in every month of year with a lower song rate
and complexity than that of males; furthermore, female song was still present during the
breeding season, but often suppressed, particularly in the presence of a male (Pavlova et
al., 2007). Female singing was increased following T treatment, but not to the levels of
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males (De Ridder et al., 2002). Since starlings are characterized by male dominance in
song production and complexity throughout the year, it seems unlikely that neuronal
recruitment to HVC, a trait found to be female-dominated in this study, would
functionally contribute to song production. Although both hypotheses may still be valid
for explaining song production and/or modification in males, no song-oriented hypothesis
thus far has been able to explain the function of adult neuronal incorporation in the
female HVC regarding the interspecific diversity in singing roles demonstrated by this
sex.
With regards to sex differences in neuroanatomy, males were found to have larger
telencephalon (Fig. 3.3), HVC (Fig. 3.4A), RA (Fig. 3.6A), and Area X (Fig. 3.9)
volumes. Males also had more cells in HVC (Fig. 3.4B) and RA (Fig. 3.6B) than females.
Male-biased sex differences in volumes of song-control system are well documented in
over 25 songbird species and appear consistently despite species variation in sex
differences in song complexity and production (Hall et al., 2010). Few studies have
investigated the cytoarchitecture underlying sex differences in song-control system nuclei
volumes; however, the RA of male marsh wrens has been reported to have more NeuN+
cells at a lower density than females (Tramontin et al., 1998). In this study, we provide
some of the first cytoarchitectonic sex differences in the song-control system as both a
greater NeuN+ cell count and a lower NeuN+ cell density in the male starling HVC (Fig.
3.4C) and RA (Fig. 3.6C) compared with the same nuclei in the female starling brain.
Future study may benefit from investigating the onset of these neuroanatomical
differences during development as well as across species differing in female singing
roles.

Efficacy o f gonadectomy
Included in this study was a control treatment group, which consisted of male
starlings that were castrated and implanted with only blank minipumps and implants. The
inclusion of this group provided a comparison for male starlings treated with both FLUT
and FAD. In almost all prior studies investigating T-induced song-control system
neuroplasticity, gonadectomized birds served as a control group and were assumed to
have no functional T signalling. However, we now know that in addition to nongonadal
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steroids produced peripherally (e.g. in the adrenals), the brain is capable of producing
both T and its metabolites locally in the song-control system (Schmidt et al., 2008).
Although production of neurosteroids is difficult to assess using traditional measures of
plasma hormone levels, studies using microdialysis have documented the active synthesis
of neurosteroids within multiple song-control system and auditory regions in the songbird
brain (London et al., 2009). Furthermore, neurosteroid action has been implicated in
active regulation of singing and song perception (Remage-Healey et al., 2010). In this
study, I examined whether neurosteroids were acting to maintain or alter song-control
system neuroanatomy following castration in male starlings by inhibiting neuroandrogens
and -estrogens via administration of FLUT and FAD, respectively. Interestingly, my
study provides the first evidence of nongonadal androgens acting to maintain RA NeuN+
cell number. Treatment with FLUT and, thus, resultant inhibition of androgen signalling
throughout the body and brain significantly reduced RA cell count (Fig. 3.2A). Also,
FLUT reduced syrinx weight over the course of treatment (Fig. 3. IB). Both of these
reductions suggest an active role for nongonadal androgens in maintenance of the RA ->
nxllts -> syrinx pathway directly involved in motor production of song.
In addition to maintaining structures involved in motor production of song, I
found evidence of nongonadal androgen action modulating neuronal recruitment to HVC
in gonadectomized birds. Specifically, gonadectomy and inhibition of neurosteroids (by
FLUT and FAD) led to an increased number of post-migratory DCX+ cells recruited to
HVC than gonadectomy alone (Fig. 3.2B). This finding suggests that androgenic and/or
estrogenic metabolites acting on the song-control system following gonadectomy may
suppress neuronal recruitment to HVC, likely by increasing the neuronal turnover of
newly recruited neurons in HVC (see above).
The implication of both of these findings is that caution must be taken when
selecting or evaluating a control group in studies of neuroplasticity of the song-control
system. Prior studies attempting to isolate the influences of androgen and estrogen
signalling (Tramontin et al., 2003, Sartor et al., 2005) did not include antagonism in their
control conditions. Future studies should interpret findings carefully when antagonism is
excluded from control subjects, as neurosteroids may modulate exogenous hormone
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treatment effects in the song-control system or even act directly on the song-control
system independently from exogenous treatments.

Simultaneous androgen and estrogen signalling
Previous studies have found that simultaneous contributions to song-control
system growth by DHT and E2 treatment to be both synergistic (Nottebohm and
DeVoogd, 1981) and redundant (Tramontin et ah, 2003). In contrast, my findings suggest
that simultaneous treatment with DHT and E2 are ineffective in inducing song-control
system growth in adult European starlings. In a previous study by Sartor et al. (2005), T
was found to increase HVC volume; however, neither DHT or E2 treatment alone was
able to produce a similar growth, suggesting both androgen and estrogen signalling are
required to initiate song-control system growth in castrated male canaries. However,
Tramontin et al. (2003) found that simultaneously administration of DHT and E2, or
either metabolite alone increased HVC volume in adult male white-crowned sparrows
(Zonotrichia leucosphrys). My study did not find a role for isolated or simultaneous
treatment with DHT and/or E2 in inducing significant song-control system volume
increase. Interestingly, E2 treatment appeared to have effects that could lead to an HVC
volume increase (reducing cell density [Fig. 3.5B] and increasing newly recruited neuron
survival [Fig. 3.1 IB]), corroborating Tramontin et al.’s (2003) finding that E2 treatment
alone is sufficient to induce HVC growth; however, no such effects were found with DHT
treatment.
Arguably one of the greatest discrepancies between my study and that of
Tramontin et al. (2003) is the inclusion of androgen and estrogen antagonists in the
control conditions for each hormone in this study. Without antagonizing the actions of
nongonadal steroids, the effects of androgen and estrogen signalling cannot be completely
isolated in the song-control system. If estrogen or androgen neurosteroid signalling is
actively modulating the influences of exogenous treatment, blocking neurosteroid
signalling using antagonists could potentially explain the lack of HVC growth induced by
isolated DHT treatment. Regardless of isolated effects, the inclusion of antagonists in this
study cannot explain the lack of significant song-control system growth with
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simultaneous DHT and E2 treatment, as found in Tramontin et al. (2003), as no
antagonists were administered to the DHT+E2 treatment group.
Because administration of DHT or E2 did not induces song-control system growth
in canaries, Sartor et al. (2005) hypothesized that T metabolism and subsequent signalling
may be local and unable to be recreated using exogenous systemic metabolite
administration. However, this hypothesis is not supported by prior work successfully
inducing song-control system growth using metabolite treatment (e.g. Tramontin et al.,
2003; Soma et al. 2003). I suggest that the discrepancies among these studies may have
arisen due to potential species and sex differences. Whereas Tramontin et al. used
castrated male white-crowned sparrows and Sartor et al. (2005) used castrated male
canaries, my study involved both male and female adult European starlings
gonadectomized and photostimulated during treatment. No studies to date have
investigated the possibility of species-specific neuroplasticity; however, differences in
seasonal behaviours and the cues regulating them exist between these three species that
could suggest the presence of such differences. Whereas white-crowned sparrows are
known to have robust changes in brain and physiology in response to photoperiod, a
multitude of additional environmental cues aside from photoperiod have been implicated
in modulating song-control system growth in European starlings, including social
dominance and singing rate (Sartor and Ball, 2005). Especially salient is the latter of these
two factors, as sex differences in song production are much smaller year-round in both
sexes of starlings than in white-crowned sparrows. In white-crowned sparrows, females
sing only very rarely in the breeding season, and occasionally during dominance
interactions in the non-breeding season (Baptista et al., 1993; MacDougall-Shackleton,
unpublished observations). Future studies should aim to more closely replicate treatment
paradigms or sample groups to facilitate comparisons with prior studies and explore the
possibilities of species and/or sex differences in song-control system seasonal plasticity.
This study aimed to use both pharmacological agonism and antagonism to dissect
the influences of androgen and estrogen signalling in T-induced song-control system
growth. Although a trophic effect of E2 was found in HVC, no such effects were found
from androgen signalling agonism by DHT administration. Furthermore, evidence of the
inability of a gonadectomy to significantly inhibit T signalling in the song-control system
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was found by the maintenance of both RA and the syrinx in birds not treated with
antagonists. Finally, the first evidence of sex differences in the neuroplastic response to
steroids was found. All of these findings emphasize the importance in accounting for
sample group differences (specifically sex and species) and neurosteroid action when
investigating the role of T in seasonal neuroplasticity of the song-control system.
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Appendix 1 - Treatment Group Means ± SE for Confirmation Measures

Treatment
Group

DHT+ E2+

DHT+ E2-

DHT-■E2+
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±
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2.23
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2.02

1.46
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1.55
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1.75
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84.67

81.75
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1.68
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±

2.45

1.06

58.75
±
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80.00

69.29

65.83
±
6.38
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±

±
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56.25
±
11.72

65.00
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45.63
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10.35
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48.13

56.67

28.13
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±

±

±
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Appendix 2 - Treatment Group Means ± SE on Neuroanatomical Measures

Treatment
Group
Sex

DHT+ E2+

DHT+ E2-

DHT- E2+

DHT-■E2-
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F
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F
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count in RA
(x 104)
NeuN+ cell
density in RA

(x

io 4

cells/mm )
Total Area X
Volume
(mm3)

5±

±
0.30

±

±

±

0.15

0.62
zb
0.07

0.15

0.63
±
0.05

2.28
±
0.12

1.55
±
0.08

2.54
±
0.13

1.71
zb
0.08

2.22
±
0.17

1.60
zb
0.09

0.08

1.88
±
0.16

2.68
±
0.30

1.54
±
0.14

2.80
±
0.17

1.70
±
0.28

2.86

1.61

±

±

0.20

0.16

2.42
±
0.16

9.00
zb
0.67

4.38
±
0.28

9.84
±
0.59

3.69
±
0.26

10.05
zb
0.71

3.53

9.00
i
0.67

8.83
zb
0.81

1.29

±

±

±
0.34

±

1.56 ±
0.07

1.41 ±
0.13
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Appendix 3 - Treatment Group Means ± SE on Neurogenic Measures

Treatment
Group

D H T +E 2+

Sex

M

DCX+
Spherical cells
sampled in
HVC

24.25
±
5.64

DCX+
Fusiform cells
sampled in
HVC

F

D H T+E2-

D H T-E2+
M

F

D H T-E2M

F

Control

M

F

43.67
±
17.61

14.88
±
4.55

30.13
±
8.91

29.88
±
12.39

42.69
±
7.71

39.43
±
15.90

24.75
±
3.33

25.83 ±
11.70

19.75
±
6.06

28.67
±
7.54

8.25
±
3.33

21.25
±
5.58

20.63
±
7.75

29.84
±
6.61

28.00
±
11.34

20.34
±
2.30

23.00 ±
11.47

DCX+
reactivity %
cover in HVC

5.62
±
1.92

8.57
±
3.24

3.17
±
1.25

5.89
±
1.93

7.09
±
2.88

9.03
±
1.90

8.15
±
3.39

5.65
±
0.68

7.66 ±
4.25

DCX+
Spherical cells
sampled in
Nidopallium

30.38
±
4.11

28.33
±
4.46

24.88
±
2.29

25.50
±
2.93

31.25
±
6.34

21.25
±
4.21

30.57
8.24

26.25
±
3.42

31.00 ±
6.40

DCX+
Fusiform cells
sampled in
Nidopallium

29.50
±
4.87

26.17
±
4.21

24.13
±
3.36

20.13
±
2.02

28.13
±
4.84

29.38
±
6.57

26.86
±
8.11

25.13
±
1.95

30.83 ±
6.75

DCX+
reactivity %
cover in
Nidopallium

8.26
±
1.36

6.39
±
1.33

7.06
±
0.60

6.00
±
1.21

8.71
±
1.38

5.41
±
1.13

7.96
±
2.36

6.14
±
0.99

9.70 ±
1.77

±

M

Appendix 4 - Approval of Scientific Procedures by Ethics Board

n

August 25, 2009
‘ This is the Original Approval for this protocol*
*A Full Protocol submission will be required in 2013*

Dear Dr. MacDougall-Shackleton:
Your Animal Use Protocol form entitled:
Influences o f Androgens and Estrogens on the Male and Female Song control Systems in European
Starlings (Sturnus vulgaris)
Funding Agency NATURAL SCIENCES & ENGINEERING RESEARCH COUNCIL - Neural and Endocrine
Integration of Environmental Information by songbirds - Grant #217831-03
has been approved by the University Council on Animal Care. This approval is valid from A u g u s t 25, 20 09 to
A u g u s t 31, 2010. The protocol number for this project is #2009*068..

1. This number must be indicated when ordering animals for this project.
2. Animals for other projects may not be ordered under this number.
3. If no number appears please contact this office when grant approval is received.
If the application for funding is not successful and you wish to proceed with the project, request that an internal
scientific peer review be performed by the Animal Use Subcommittee office.
4. Purchases of animals other than through this system must be cleared through the ACVS office. Health
certificates will be required.
ANIM ALS APPROVED FOR 4 Years

Songbird

European Starling (Sturnus vulgaris)

ID# B1-5, C1-5

Songbird
ID# B1-5, C1-5
Songbird
ID# A1

European Starling (Sturnus vulgaris)
European Starling (Sturnus vulgaris)

Adult Male

288

Adult Female

288

Adult Male

48

REQUIREMENTS/COMMENTS
Please ensure that individual(s) performing procedures on live animals, as described in this protocol, are familiar
with the contents of this document.

c.c. Approved Protocol
Approval Letter

- S. MacDougall-Shackleton, J. Majewski
- S. MacDougall-Shackleton, J. Majewski

The Univcrsity o/W cstcrn Ontario
Animal Use Subcommittee / Univcrsity Council on Animal Care
Health Sciences Centre, • London, Ontario • CANADA - N6A 5C1
PII: 519-661-211 \ ext. 86770 • FL 519-661-2028 • www.mvo.ca/animal

